
Minigame Quiz:                                               Minigame Relay:
One player takes a card of the stack of questions.   One player measures a distance of 50               
He reads out the question and the possible              metres.
answers.                                                                    The team determines one player, who looks at 
Together the team chooses one answer.                   the time. 
At the bottom of the card the player can check       The other player runs the relay of 100 metres.
the correct answer                                      
Then another player takes a card.                              Win:
                                                                                  The team has to be faster than the number of    
Win:                                                                           running players multiply with 20 seconds.       
The team answers more than six questions right.                     
                                                                                  Defeat:        
Defeat:                                                                      The team is slower than the number of  
The team answers less than five questions right.      running players multiply with 30 seconds.

Minigame explain:                                            Minigame Seven-row:
Every player gets one of the wordcards.                    The team must count to 50.
Successively every player explains his own word,    But they mustn't call numbers, which have a 
but without using the word itself, and the time is      seven or are divisible through seven.
measured.                                                                     Instead of the number they say „Ding“
It ends when every player have explained his word.   they say one of the prohibited numbers they 
                                                                                    must begin from the beginning
Win:                                                                          
The team is faster than the number of players          Win:
multiplied with 15 seconds.                                       The team needs not more than three tries.

Defeat:                                                                       Defeat:
The team is slower than the number of players         The team needs more than five tries.
multiplied with 25 seconds.



Minigame lie or truth:                                     Question: Which sentence is right?  
Every player takes a paper and writes down
2 lies and one  truth about himself.                          A)The volume of the discarded car tires is bigger
Then one player begins and reads out his three               than the volume as the Baltic Sea.
sentences . The other player has to choose               B)Ponytails are made of old car tires. 
the sentence, which is right.                                    C)A method is invented to win fuel out of 
So every player reads his sentences out.                    Recycled car tires.
                                                                                 D)Lego is the biggest tire manufacturer of the 
Win:                                                                           world.
The team finds more than the half of the truths.
               
Defeat:    
The team find less than the half of the truths.

                                                                                   Right Answer D)

Question: In London is a special 2.8 hectare    Question: At the Olympics 1904 ...
Park names Coram's Field. What's true?
                                                                                  A)only married men may take part.
A)Adult only may enter the park with a child.         B)was sack race an olympic discipline.
B)Visitors only may enter the park barefoot.           C)was every discipline conducted barefoot.
C)The Park is the biggest Urban-Gardening-           D)applaud during the competitions was
 Project and the proceeds goes to the municipal        forbidden
 homeless help.
D)The Park is the last resting place for discarded 
 great exponent like planes.

Right Answer A)                                                       Right Answer B)



Question: In England there is/are …?                  Question: At the first Novembre every 
year...

         
A)a Fish-and-Chips examined clinic                        A)the women in a swedish town are raffled for
B)repair stations in clubs for high heels                   one night among the men.
C)a Earl-Grey-Fanclub                                            B)the tilt angle of the earth is maximum.
D)a phone hotline special for judge who                C)the period of time between sunrise and sunset
 committed a crime                                                  in Berlin and Sydney are exact equal.
                                                                                 D)is the same weekday like the first March.
 
               
 

Right Answer D)                                                      Right Answer D)

Question: What is the capital of Greece?        Question: Name all Continents

                                                                                 Right Answer: Australia, Europe, Asia, Africa
Right Answer: Athens                                              America, Antarctica



Question: Who said „I am the state“?
         

 
               
 

Right Answer: King Ludwig XIV

Question: What is the capital of England?       Question: How many States belong to the 
                                                                           EU?

Right Answer: London                                            Right Answer: 28
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